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FRESHMAN YEAR
First Fragment
IN THE fall of the year 1928 a new group joined the cult of the Bryn Mawrtyrs.To the outside world there had always seemed to be something strange about
the cult,—in fact someone had once called them disembodied intellects. Living
apart from the rest of the world on their little hill, which had once been called
Humphrj'sville and which they had re-named Bryn Mawr, they cultivated their
minds and souls unhampered by common life in Pennsylvania.
The first thing the new group did was unpack the fine clothes with which they
were provided,—tailored suits of practical weave, stout shoes of finest leather and
stockings of imported wool. Clad in these they went to pay homage to the heads
of the cult. In the Dean's office judgment was passed upon them and they were
found to possess minds satisfactory, but requiring stimulation, and so they were
handed slips of paper on which were inscribed the courses they should pursue for
improvement. The English department declared their souls mystic, but needing
to be awakened. "Nice red tongues," said the health dignitary. "The feet and
backs are there," said the gymnasium official, "but we will show them how to use
them." So they were passed upon with approval by the great and assured of the
same assistance as that given to the other members of the cult. From then on they
were known as the Class of '32.
One morning they woke up and heard a great uproar coming from every
dwelling-place. They learned that other Bryn Mawrtyrs had returned from their
visitations upon the outside world. But they had heard of the strange customs of
the cult that placed restrictions upon the uninitiated, of doors devoutly held open,
of steps too sacred for lower classmen's feet, of obeisances to be made at the edge of
paths. These they observed carefully until one night in a wild bacchanal they lost
some of their reserve, and danced in a frenzy about a great bonfire, shrieking songs
to the night-air. Indeed they were so bewildered that they made the great mistake
of disclosing their song to the outside order which mocked them for their stupidity
with demoniac glee.
Among them lived a fair lady who it was said could lead them along transcencl-
tal paths to the glory of mystical experiences. So to her was entrusted the tending
of their souls. In a voice of magic softness she spoke to them of things none had
ever heard before, Or the inner consciousness, the seeing eye, the tragic Haw in every
man. The mystery of it all left them confused and they did not know where to seek
the cosmic presence ahout them.
There was a game that everyone played with great excitement, chasing a
I. .ill with sti< ks. But its only interest for our class was that it was played out of
doors and they thought that perhaps here was their chance to follow the gleam.
For they had heard much ol the solemn earth, the green trees, the open sky ami tin-
wild west wind. With this great incentive it «as mi wonder that they became
expert enough at the game to win from all (he other classes. lint this did not make
tin in as h.ippv as it should have, because they fell that they were still no nearer
I he end ol their qui I
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One night there was a great tumult on the campus. Thinking that at last a
revelaticn was about to be made they rushed out. A brass band was playing a
tune called "East Side, West Side". "Ah, here at last is a broad conception!"
they thought. People were cheering for a new power about to rise, and they joined
in eagerly. But they went home very disappointed, for the great power had not
arisen at all, and they discovered that it would not have mattered even if he had,
for he was nothing but a New York politician who was wet and that had nothing
to do with mysticism.
But they were not at all discouraged. They determined to entertain the whole
college with a show in which they would indicate their spiritual strivings and they
chose as the symbol of what they sought THE BAT. They were very proud of
themselves, but others said they were too ambitious. This only made them more
determined to prove themselves.
And now they remembered that the "inklings" were to be found WITHIN
them. So they decided to take up seriously the great course of body mechanics.
They never did learn how to be elephants but they were sure that their stronger
feet and backs were much more capable of receiving an impact from the force
without.
At the end of the year they discovered to their surprise that they had made
as much progress as could be expected of them, for they, as well as Miss Garvin,
now knew enough to SELL ONE LOAF OF BREAD AND BUY A LILY.
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SOPHOMORE YEAR
Second Fragment
HAVING made a hurried trip to the outside world that it might be encouraged
by the signs of their awakening, they returned for their second year.
The first thing that they did was look for the lily which they had carefully
labeled with a yellow tag before leaving. Their consternation was great when it
was not among the other yellow-tagged articles and so was their horror when, after
a frantic search through window seats and among old May-Day costumes, they dis-
covered it at length in the furniture sale at the end of the hall. They learned from
the older Bryn Alawrtyrs that this was a customary occurrence. It was still looking
fresh and that helped them immensely.
They realized that the care of their lily was going to be a very complicated
matter. People would ask such upsetting questions about it, and would refuse
simply to feel an answer. A few said it was because they didn't articulate properly,
so they agreed to vibrate more seriously this year. Also most of them thought it
would be a good thing to develop the "learned activities" that lead to reasoning.
There were many sages who helped them in this period of their development,
but there was one who took the lead, who was very English even if she ware not in
England. And they would have loved to see the picture postals of Oxford quad-
rangles and Anne Hathaway's cottage had the cards ever gotten to their side of
the room. But there was a large scope in this course for their enlivened minds to
work in,—the intricacies of the relation of John of Gaunt's second wife to John
Gower's first had to be mastered, and a fascinating table of languages memorized.
But another sage had told them that a good memory rule was to avoid getting hit
on the head and so they had no difficulty in performing the amazing feats expected
of them. Of course they had their perplexing moments. We shall mention only
one of them,—the occasion on which they were told that a posthumous child was
one born after the death of his mother. They had not been going once a week to
the Medicine Lady's without learning something. So they broke through their
confusion and rose in a body to declare their higher knowledge. The next day yet
another sage contributed to their store, and henceforth they would always remember
that women were absolutely the superior in the bearing and early nourishing of
children.
And just at that time, when they had grasped this astonishing lact, there re-
turned to the fold a great figure who regretted this superiority. They paid her a
visit in the beautiful mansion kept aside for her and their first thought was "What a
perfect setting for our lily!" But instead ol a lily they found that the great lady
was more concerned with a hook on the education of the industrial classes which she
urged them to give their lathers and uncles for Christmas (one binding two dollars;
the other a dollar and a hall.)
Hut a lew words must he added about senile cil (lie sages whom we have already
referred to. '1 here was one who devoted himsell to the study ol (he behavior in (he
animal kingdom in order to explain that of the Bryn Alawrtyrs. White rats were
among his favorites and In- used (o starve (hem lor days to see how they compared
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with students. The class on their side began starving white rats too. It was in this
course that they realized how great was the danger imperilling their lily; it might
be proved an illusion of the Muller-Lyer type or, still worse, be the result of a pre-
paratory set!
The Medicine Lady was a great help to them, for she showed them how healthy
bodies made healthy minds. And then a strange man came to tell them in a low,
slow voice how healthy minds could be made into happy minds. Henceforth, they
would know at once what to do if they found themselves beginning to scream
when they heard water rushing into a bath tub. And also they were exceedingly
glad to know about the befuddling effects of alcohol on the brain. They could
never allow that to happen to them and they urged onward those who passed the
rule forbidding the dangerous article to the members of the cult.
To prove how fine those brains were becoming we shall mention the fact that
they succeeded in discovering the animal song of the Class of '33. This was an
epoch-making event and required the cleverest imaginable stratagem, being able to
tell, for example, just what size spy would fit under what bed. Our class had reason
to be very proud of itself.
They were very joyful at the end of the year when they realized that in spite
of appearing to neglect it, they had given their lily just the right kind of care and
it was blooming more beautifully than ever. This time they didn't bother putting
a tag on it before leaving.
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JUNIOR YEAR
Third Fragment
T || "iHE heels of their fine leather shoes were a bit worn down, and the nicely
tailored skirts were supported by monstrous safety pins. But they were not
distressed by the fate of their clothes, for now they could make a proper
appearance on the sacred steps. These they could walk or run up and down as
often as they liked.
Some, to show their disdain of the so-called privilege had escaped from the cult.
This was a violent shock to the others and made them uneasy. They would have
liked to have told them about their new experiences. Now they would often walk
past their picturesque temple, away from the bustle of the campus and seek out the
wise ones in their retreats. How different was the atmosphere in those hallowed
places! There was over all the hush of scholarly minds at work, that filled them
with awe, but once they had stumbled across the threshold they often stayed for
two and three hours. Seated at the great ones' feet they would sip teas of foreign
lands and listen to words of wisdom. The building of mysterious smells had also a
great attraction. They were all allowed time in it, but some relinquished to the more
eager the great chance of carrying on the problems and experiments they had left
unfinished. These fortunate ones would spend hours detecting and tracing smells.
They would have liked to share such pleasures with those who had left them
But their indifference led to wonder on the part of the Bryn Mawrtyrs about the
outside world in which they had chosen to live. The rumours of it that reached
the cult more and more often as the year passed left them bewildered. This was
because of their difficulty in understanding the word unemployment. But once they
had grasped it they were sure it could be corrected with the unit system.
One day however, the Dean warned them that the time was approaching when
they would have to go out into the world and that they should expect to be com-
pletely unprepared for it.
This terrified them so much that they determined to pay a few visits to it, but
the people of Philadelphia played a trick on them. They built two new stations,
and our class who had grown unaccustomed to such progressiveness were terribly
i (infused. They remembered the little white mice in the maze and earnestly followed
the trial and error procedure, but the cues were too reduced and in the end, having
missed all their trains, they returned to the simplicity of cult life very much
depressed.
They did not seem to come together as much as they had in former times, for
awakened, their souls had leaped off in startling directions. Nevertheless they
were still cherishing the lily and they had even begun to be more interested in the
loal ill bread. lint they had more pressing matters to discuss. After a social
i affein pill they would settle down to discussing the question of the headache.
They would agree with one another that the foreign beverages were tun [intent and
the smells loo strong, bul they did not know where to turn for a remedy. There
were no more delightful body mci hanii S ( lasses and they had forgotten then' relax-
ation exer< ises. What was to Ik- done lor their falling arches and backaches? Then
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too, their tongues were pink according to this year's health cards instead of red as
formerly.
It was no cause for wonder that they could not seem to do more than six hours
of work above the required forty a week. Naturally it was impossible to attend
the Concert Series that they used to enjoy so much. Once they did go but suddenly
conscience-stricken began to leave in the middle. The music department itself
chased them and brought them back. They never went again.
In the spring the Japanese princess came to see them, and the Peace Caravan,
but all these was not enough to make up for the blow that came at the end of the
year. Miss Garvin was going away, probably never to return again, but she left
the lily in their care and asked for only the tiniest slice of bread.
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SENIOR YEAR
Fourth Fragment
THE first thing they did when they returned for the last year, was to rush
for some blue slips for their Reserved Desks. It took a whole day of careful
consideration before they found just the right spot in the reading room and
then having selected it they made it as attractive as possible with pictures and
fluffy pillows. They knew that they would be spending most of their time there,
for now at last had come the promised chance to do Individual Work. And exactly
in the middle of the clean green blotter they placed their lily. Something told them
that they would need it more than ever before.
They were really extremely glad that they need not spend as many hours a
week as formerly in the presence of the sages, for they discovered that the pin on
their skirts was becoming less and less dependable and that only one shirt-waist
remained to them. The latter they would have to save for their occasional trips
to the sages for some sort of lead on their next report.
At first everything went very smoothly. More and more ink spots appeared
on the green blotter, till one afternoon something startling occurred,—they simply
could not write another word. This kept on happening more and more often
until at last the mighty ones became conscious of the trouble. They had a great
meeting about it and after all the grey heads had been shaken and the beards stroked
they determined at last upon a Means of Communication. The Medicine Lady was
to take the class into her confidence and by well-calculated questions try to discover
what had happened to the fine minds they had once had. She accepted the duty
gladly, but instead she asked the sufferers whether they had any questions. Of
course they all asked the same thing and she was terribly distressed not to be able
to answer those who were not engaged. The walk down to her dwelling had been a
great effort for their shoes were worn through and their feet hurt. It was doubly
depressing to have to return still unable to fill out their marriage questionnaire.
But they were triumphant over one point; they would not be found saying that
they would not marry a poor man, because they knew that no alternative existed.
They had grown very wise indeed about the outside world, for they knew that
in a short while they must go out into it and furthermore they knew that it was not
going to be very much impressed with them. There were too many others just
like them coming out from other cults.
In this state of depression they decided to cut up the remaining loaf of bread
and make sandwiches out ol it. The returns from these they would offer to help iced
the white oxen. For the cult had agreed to have May-Day. Of course there had
been some opposition from those who saw it only as belonging to a naive civilization
and then lore without a place in a world of Such mature difficulties. But the Bivn
Mawrtyrs decided to rise about such petty opposition and show the world that
the way to make money was by spending it.
Oui class took part with as much enthusiasm as could be expected ol minds
in need "I mental hygiene and feei thai were steadily weakening. Alter weeks ol
trying t" memorizi .1 few a 1 entric-charai 1 11 lines and hours of general I oik dancing
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they decided that their real talent was for making paper flowers. These at least,
had some connection with their lily which could not be found in Peascod or the
roaring Dragon.
As a preliminary to the great event, they celebrated little May Day. They
did not think they were going to enjoy it when at six o'clock they were awakened by
the morning voices of the Sophomores. The basket of flowers gathered from the
President's garden was very pretty however. They swallowed the cold coffee and
went forth to sing to the rising sun. This was another of the queer customs for which
the cult was known to the outside world.
The day of their departure from the cult was approaching and the class became
more and more uneasy at the idea of the indifferent reception awaiting them, and
sent garden-party invitations to every one possible. They found a stale sandwich
which had been cut too thin so they decided to save this for the day when they
would go down the little hill. This they would carry in one hand while they
clutched the precious lily in the other.
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Marriage Questionnaire
The Year Book wishes very much to determine the undergraduate point of
view on the questions asked below. If names are used to illustrate any of the answers
they cannot be accepted.
1
.
Do you think marriage and May Day are compatible?
2. If choice were necessary would you put marriage ahead of May
Day?
3. Do you insist upon a marriage ceremony?
4. Would you marry a professor whose superior in the department
was another woman?
5 . Would you marry a man who did not have perfect articulation?
6. Should affairs made possible by the lax laws of certain depart-
ments be acknowledged by the other departments?
7. Would you consider yourself married if married in the music
room by Mr. Willoughby?
8 . Would you marry a beardless man you liked in preference to a
bearded man you loved?
9. Do you think the basis of love is:
a. Love of man for woman?
b. Love of woman for man?
c. A Bryn Mawr education?
10. Would you consider the following grounds for divorce?
a. That your husband shaved off his beard
b . That he was discovered at the Freshman show
c . That you were a Ph.D. widow
11. Would you marry the associate of an associate professor?
12. What do you imagine to be the position of the Sovereign State of
Maryland with regard to marriage?
13. How many little idiots would you like to have?
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LINES COMPOSED ON TAYLOR STEPS
SUNDAY MAY 15, 1932
Earth has not anything to show more rare,
—
Quick would he be of mind who could see plan
In sights so startling in variety;
The campus weekly like a gown doth wear
A different plan of some authority,
—
For trees that down on Senior Row began
By Taylor, Pern and then the Lib arise.
And gardens planted here, grow over there,
While Pembroke gates by Denbigh meet our eyes.
Never did men more cholerically tear
From last week's places, bush and post and tree,
Nor I, these wires among, so deeply doubt
Committees working at their own sweet will.
Dear God, the very grass is moved about,
These English grounds are never lying still!
/'(/'/'' Twenti/set'cn
p
Hall Announcements
LOST AND FOUND
If any one recognizes these articles they may claim them at the Lost and
Found Offices in Taylor Basement:
4 large white over-blouses
2 black velvet throat-bands, tailored by Llewellyn Brothers, Ltd., Cambridge,
England
3 white candles, snuffed
2 rusty razors; 1 extra large, 1 small
1 Baltimore Sun
1 painting (modern) nude woman with cubed legs, purple hair, and chimney,
in bad condition
(Remove at once)
2 pairs of ear-rings, shape Chinese temple
5 perambulators
1 pr. blue golf socks with blue and red worsted pom-poms
Please announce at lunch and dinner in Low Build ngs also.
CONCERT
The Anti-Wagner program on the Radnor victrola this evening will be as
follows:
Mistress and Mother, a special arrangement of the Bryn Mawr song with harp
obligate
// Swan Song, a recent composition of the Music Department.
Explanations "I themes and of the Current Events Contest by Dr. Fenwick.
The Greek Cheer, with Polyphonic Variations, transcribed for the college choir
by Mr. Willoughby and repeated by request from the Sunday evening service.
There's Music in the Atmosphere, with words by Mr. King, sung by picked
members of the Harvesters Chorus.
Two Mind) with I'm/ n Single Thought, a rhapsody played by the famous Alwine-
Applebee May Day Hand.
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Campus Mail
My dear Miss D :
I should very much like to consult you about the dates for the spring reading
quizzes. As I am somewhat behind in my lectures I should be very glad indeed
if some re-arrangements could be made in the near future.
I am at your service at any hour you may suggest.
Very cordially yours,
Dear Mrs. C :
The following letter has just been received from the Truckhill Oxen Farm
in Delaware.
We have no oxes to spare this year. Why not raise them yourself?
There arefifty kinds oxes and 75 per cent raise young easily. The reason
for our oxes is to WORK.
Truly yours,
Truckhill Oxen Farm.
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I wonder if Dr. Fenwick perhaps would know of any oxen farm in Maryland.
If not, would Dr. Helsen possibly be willing to raise oxen as an experiment. I am
quite frantic.
Laundry .
Gentlemen:
Would you please give your personal attention to the laundering of my hus-
band's pink and lavender shirts. I should be very much obliged if you would take
especial care to see that they do not fade.
Would you also let me know if you are equipped to do coloured ties too.
Dear A-
For heaven's sake get hold of some material for the Lantern before tonight.
Dear Miss K :
Would you kindly return the following book, borrowed by you September
7, 1930, to the Loan Desk as soon as possible: The Spiritual Slgniflcnce of Palpability,
or The Felicity of ike Pearl, by Albert C. Barnes.
The Library.
Dear Dr. C :
The procrastinatory tendencies in our young female students in this (don't
laugh!) garden of Bryn Mawr being extremely apparent, I am more than desirous
of putting them out on their tin ear and letting them slide if the next reports aren't
id i>n time. Perhaps it would be advantageous to raise more of a battle-cry of the
republic about the comprehensive. Of course I'm just tossing this out as a suggestion.
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Have you heard the latest Winchellian story
about L'Argentina? I didn't get it from George Washington so I'm wondering if
it's straight.
Yours,
Dear Mrs. C :
Really, though the Bryn Mawr girls are very pretty, they won't learn a thing.
It will probably be the worst May Day we have ever had.
Why on earth did they ever go into this thing? I haven't had dinner on time
for the last three weeks. One girl I have had to teach to yell so many times that
my voice is practically gone.
I am glad at least that I can still communicate my feelings in writing.
My dear Dr. C :
Your plan sounds perfectly charming and I shall be delighted to arrange the
schedule with you any morning this week.
I am also somewhat behind in my lectures and can appreciate your difficulties.
Most sincerely yours,
Dear Miss P :
The following is the list of people being asked to come and help with May Day,
which I should like to submit for your approval.
Miss Garvin
Will Rogers
Aimee Semple McPherson
Bailey of Barnum and Bailey
Airs. Alwyne
My dear Miss :
I am more than apologetic at having missed my appointment with you this
morning. My absent-mindedness is really distressing.
On my way to meet you I ran into a colleague in the New Book Room and more
time elapsed in a discussion than I realized.
May I ask you to excuse the great inconvenience to which I must have put you.
Most cordially yours,
Dear Dr. C :
Thanks for the confirmation. .
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Or a 60
I think that I shall never see
A mark as welcome as a ?;
A P whose last few points are pressed
From some professor's kindly breast;
A P that will in summer spare
The rising terror in my hair;
A P that means that I may be
For one half-year condition free,
A P that takes the fee away,
And spares the lifted hands that pay;
Conditions are for fools like me,
God's grace alone can make them P.
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LINES ON PSYCHOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY
I went along the trodden ways,
And had them both at eight,
An hour when few did love to go
And less to concentrate.
Sweet was the bed,—the winter day
Looked freezing to the eye,
Sweet too a cut, when not a one
Was left for such as I.
There was a change, and eight o'clocks
For all did cease to be,
But just a year too late to make
A difference to me!
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Talk To The Picture
Page Thirty-eighi
The Common Room at Twilight
A Piece of Drowsy Impressionism
THE tea is over; the slice of lemon lies dejectedly in the cup. I lie
on the garnet sofa, drowsy, drowsy, and George is clearing away
the dishes. George is always bringing or clearing away dishes. I
like George.
Now the pictures on the walls are all alone, with nobody to look at
them. Poor pictures, weird pictures, poor pictures. How those eyes stare!
How those cheek-bones glow! I wonder what they mean; they're straight
design, someone said, straight design. They don't look like straight
design to me, but then I'm sleepy, and there's a book sticking into my
back. There's always a book sticking out somewhere on the sofa in the
Common Room.
Silver plants, tropical plants, silver plants; why do they have plants
like this in the Common Room? The Alumnae furnished it, someone said,
the Alumnae,—they are going to furnish the Music Room too. I heard
that two, no three years ago. But we are still trying to balance a blotter
on our knee when we take an exam in the Music Room,—an uncomfortable
blotter on our knee.
It was hard to talk at the tea this afternoon, hard to talk; it isn't
always easy to talk to the faculty. But what after all is conversation?
what after all is Eddie Warburg? what after all is Bryn Mawr College?
George is taking away the last of the cakes now; George is always
working hard; I like George. Now George is answering the telephone; Miss
Howe is telephoning. Miss Howe is always telephoning.
Someone is playing Rimsky-Korsakoff in the Music Room; someone
is practising the violin downstairs. I wonder why someone is always
playing Rimsky-Korsakoff in the Music Room. But then there are never
any other records but Rimsky-Korsakoff in the Music Room.
I wonder what pictures will go up in here tomorrow. I wonder why
they had those autographed pictures of Frenchmen all over the room once.
I wonder what that autograph of Paul Morand's meant; I wonder.
I wonder it they'll ever fix the radio in here. I wish someone would
come in and turn on the radio in here; I wish someone would tune in what
I like and not turn it right off again.
Perhaps George wants to take away this teacup in back of my head. I
don't want to move; I want to sleep. Mr. VVilloughby is beginning to play
the organ; someone is playing the piano downstairs; George is still clear-
ing the table. I wonder if George knows anything about straight design
. . . straight design ... I want to go straight to sleep. I hear piano
and violin and organ . . . violin and organ . . . organ . . .organ
. . . Mr. Willoughbv playing the organ
. . . organ . . . what an
organ
. . .
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SURVEY
Average Number of Hours Per Week Spent by Students in Each Hall
ITEM ROCKEFELLER MERION PEMBROKE DENBIGH
Greeks 10 85/6 12 9
Going to take a tub 6 62/3 5 132/3
5 l 9/io after tea 2
Waiting for telephone call 5 3A after supper 5
Studying 1 23/4 1 1
Finding hairpin for thermostat 1 l 5/6 1 1
Planning week-ends 15V2 37/8 Thursday 4
Reading Magazine on Book Shop stairs.
.
Vs 54/5 8 4
Getting time extension for reports 62/3 5 or 6 31/3
Plaving Pounce 3 8*/b 9 or 10 5
Total Hours 47 45 44 48
Average 46 hours, 1 hour above requirement.
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College Blazer and Insignia, Winifred McCully
College Blazer, Edith Watts
HOCKEY:
1928-1929 Varsity Team
Winifred McCully
Harriet Moore
Gertrude Woodward
Class Captain, Gertrude Woodward
1929-1930 Varsity Team
Winifred McCully
Gertrude Woodward
Class Captain, Harriet Moore
1930-1931 Varsity Team
Winifred McCully
Harriet Moore
Lucy' Sanborn
Gertrude Woodward
Manager, Winifred McCully
Varsity Captain, Harriet Moore
Class Captain, Harriet Moore
1931-1932 Varsity Team
Cordelia Crane
Class Captain, Harriet Moore
BASKETBALL:
1928-1929
Class Captain, Harriet Moore
1929-1930 Varsity Team
Harriet Moore
Mary Rasch
Class Captain, Yvonne Cameron
1930-1931 Varsity Team
Winifred McCully
Harriet Moore
Manager, Alice Hardenbergh
Class Captain, Yvonne Cameron
1931-1932 Varsity Team
Winifred McCully
Harriet Moore
TENNIS:
1928-1929
Class Captain, Alice Hardenbergh
1929-1930
Manager, Alice Hardenbergh
{resigned)
Marjorie Field
Class Captain, Yvonne Cameron
1930-1931
Manager, Alice Hardenbergh
Class Captain, Mary Maccoun
1931-1932
Class Captain, Mary Maccoun
SWIMMING:
1928-1929
Class Captain, Melody Byerly
1929-1930
Manager, Melody Byerly
1930-1931
Class Captain, Emma Paxson
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Why We Gain
Uur Ireedom
With ASif
"As for Fred and f*>e children
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_D- only we had the yyiotte-y
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'X'// Ae danineet/
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"One would, hardIk/ u/ant-
to en// Soccacio reputable-
HMHHHHHHIHk 1j
'Vlf?w truestIons?
"7'tiafi *~ho* I "X Suppose fhat wifl be
Oftt-roit: tb So/..* of-rfie c/osi,"
Mas Ha€J' P,r>4 7"
WERE &Orf/Y//ve,
/Cindl* /4wV/*e8'f^'
7e &*- J^ceT/o t/$
doe^n'T^oiTt come o111"
J-T f> fuTtjcfi n/yr-xby f>fisnby
t
1 1 you iv'ill"
WELL- 5tCi \> Th. /$.."
"At the. Chinese exhibition
fast weeK •
How about tUe ^acui^
I asKcd tor mutton, boy,
' Tainted in swear-Words- G<
The softness of the rase-f>etal
/md so on.^hi so on, and so en.
Sic Transit
We're very happy not to be
The Class of 1935,
For that class never did its duty
By dear Miss George and mystic beauty.
Nor do we envy any more
The Class of 1934.
Though English Instructors will always vary
'Twould be rather a shame to have missed Miss Cary.
We'd hardly call it being alive
To belong to the Class of '35.
Though the college resounds with her storied name
Miss Garvin had gone before they came.
Though we of the Class of '32
All of these famous people knew,
Even we didn't know the Apple
Or the vanished marbles of Taylor Chapel.
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Page Fifty-Jive
Amelie Margaret Alexanderson
Molly Atmore
LJ*
Marybel Avo Bachofer
euu/U
Page Fifty-six
tHo*v*t H-BojU
Nancy Maria Balis
Elizabeth Roberts Barker
Tittlu ^f^;u
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/'///// Fifty/seven
Sara Louise Black
Margaret Eleanor Bradley
Monica Brice
Page Fifty-eight
Gladys Lucille Brinker
"fc> - 1 . *v»te-^
Clarissa Browning Brown
Dorothy Jane Brown
I'nllf l'ijli/-nine
Mary Burnam
Virginia Butterworth
Edith Ashworth Byrne
Page Sixty
Yvonne Guyot Cameron <&^
***-
°&
Clarissa Cleveland Compton
Elizabeth Converse
>
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Pane Sixlu-one
Olive Cordelia Crane
Rebecca Hemphill Davis
Emeline Ellida Davison
Page Sixty-two
Grace Hedwig Dewes
Charlotte Beatrice Einsiedler
CkvUfM £ Vniafxti let
Pauline Bube Engle
I'iiiic Sixly-thret
Margaret Waring Evans
Louise Hedwig Emily Evers
c
Marjorie Lila Field
Page Sixty-jour
Mary Foote
Katherine DuBois Franchot
Denise Gallaudet
9-u^-i MJd~<£*T
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Constance Gill
Elizabeth Gill
Josephine Shaw Goetz
Page Sixty-six
Susan Jordan Graham
i* *d^'
Josephine Gould Graton
Elizabeth Gutmann
Pant Sixty-seven
V
Elizabeth M. Hall
Elizabeth Luciemay Hannah
Mary Catlin Hansen
Wf,^^
Page Sixty-eight
Alice Lee Hardenbergh
Susan Polk Hardin
<pr
\^
Eugenia Sherrod Harman
Page Sixty-nine
Elinor Rose Hatfield
Grace Holden
Pauline Huger
Page Seventy
Laura North Hunter
Elizabeth Knapp
Katherink Nan Kruse
Page Seventy-one
Carolyn Ennis Lombardi
ITX \—C*lUi>«»J>^jal
Mary Maccoun
Katherine McClelland
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Winifred Hartwell McCully
Ruth Knowles Milliken
Kate Louise Mitchell
Page Scvcnty-ihrec
Harriet Lucy Moore
Catherine Elmer More
Q*P\
W*"
Gretchen Bright Mueller
Page Seventy-jour
Adele Lowber Nichols
Susan Vilette Noble
Jane Marion Oppenheimer
Page Sevenly-Jivt
Emma Fell Paxson
Dorothea Eckfeldt Perkins
Elizabeth Pleasants
Page Seventy-six
Patricia Putman
Constance May Ralston
Mary Katiierine Rasch
Page Scvcnty-scvtn
Priscilla Rawson
Margaret Reinhardt
Eleanor George Renner
^
Page Seventy-eight
Alice Whitcomb Rider
Ella Middle-ton Rutledge
Lucy Coburn Sanborn
P.mr Seventy-nine
Enid Constance Saper
Ellen Hand Shaw
Stephanie Engle Sheble
Page Eighty
Lucille Shuttleworth
Jane Elizabeth Sickles
Phylis Jacqueline Simms
/'.;,/.• Eighly-one
Sarah Jenkins Smith
Virginia Herndon Speed
Patricia Hill Stewart
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Eleanor Stonington
*o
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Margreta Curtis Swenson
Lucy Weston Swift
Pane Elghly-thret
Florence Ely Taggart
Elizabeth Utley Thomas
Mariorie Lindon Trent
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Charlotte Tyler
Edith Romeyn Watts
Ann Matlack Weygandt
Page Eight}/-Jive
Margaret Williams
Ann Redman Willits
Janet McCleery Woods
XsL*~t> h^C- DtvaU..
Page Eighty-six
Margaret Soutter Woods
Gertrude Houston Woodward
Alice Porter Yarnelle
Page Eighty-seven
Elizabeth Horner Young
Page Eighty-eight
Alexanderson, Amelie Margaret
Atmore, Molly .
Bachofer, Marybel Avo
Balis, Nancy Maria
Barker, Elizabeth Roberts
Baur, Rosemary (Mrs. Bartle Bull)
Bell, Helen Graham .
Bemis, Alice
Bennett, Eleanor
Bernheimer, Leonore
.
Beyea, Helen Pintard (Mrs. Edwi
Black, Sara Loiisk
Bradley, Margaret Eleanor
Brick, Monica
Brinker, Gladys Lucille
Brown, Clarissa Browning
Brow :, Dorothy Jank . Elect
BR1 ere, | KAN
B RNAM, Mary
\',< i'-.i ii
, Anne Elizabeti!
IV i i '-.in, Virginia
I', i ri i •, , Melody
B I-, Edith Ashworth
1
, Yvonne Gi voi
8 Adams Rd., Schenectady, N. Y.
314 Louella Ave., Wayne, Pa.
124 Windsor St., Reading, Pa.
137 E. Johnson St., Germantown, Pa.
R. D. 3, Jefferson Ave., Norristown, Pa.
. 1511 Astor St., Chicago, 111
1350 Tower Rd., Hubbard Woods, 111.
40 Old Orchard Rd., Chestnut Hill, Mass.
33 Garden St., Cambridge, Mass.
. 233 Harvey St., Philadelphia, Pa.
n B. Thomason)
Fiddle Dee, Gloucester, Va.
Grand View Drive, Peoria, 111.
135 Mountfort St., Brookline, Mass.
Brice House, Bristol, Pa.
. 255 Arlington St., Youngstown, Ohio
211 Eastbourne Terrace, Moorestown, N. J.
ra Court,4015 81st St., Jackson Heights, L. I.
269 N. 24th St., Portland, Oregon
I I Gitlings Ave., Baltimore, Md.
6316 Washington Ave, St. Louis, Mo.
Sunset Farm, West Hartford, Conn.
Eastwood Hills, Kansas City, Mo
Havervwood Rd., Staten Island, N. Y
24 Mercer SI., Princeton, N. J
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Coleman, Catherine Waite . . . 1326 De Kalb St., Norristown, Pa.
Compton, Clarissa Cleveland .... Cragsmoor, New York
Converse, Elizabeth ........ Rosemont, Pa.
Coss, Mary Elizabeth (Mrs. A. Francis Benn Cook)
104 St. George Sq., London, S. W. 1
Crane, Olive Cordelia .... Westover Hills, Wilmington, Del.
Davis, Rebecca Hemphill
Davison, Emeline Ellida
Dewes, Grace Hedwtg .
Donald, Jean Ditmars .
Dubreuil, Clarisse Adele
Villa Teresa, Punta Gorda, Cienfuegos, Prov. de Santa Clara, Cuba
Elkridge, Md.
68 E. 86th St., New York City
2314 Lincoln Park W., Chicago, 111.
. 1220 Park Ave., New York City
Einsiedler, Charlotte Beatrice
Engle, Pauline Bube
.
Evers, Louise Hedwig Emily
Ferguson, Donita
Field, Marjorie Lila
Fisher, Margaret
Follansbee, Susan
Foote, Mary
Franchot, Katherine DuBois
Gallagher, Frances Virginia
Gallaudet, Denise
Gill, Constance .
Gill, Elizabeth .
Goetz, Josephine Shaw
Graham, Susan Jordan
Graton, Josephine Gould
Gutmann, Elizabeth
Hall, Elizabeth M.
Hannah, Elizabeth Luciemay
Hansen, Mary Catlin .
Hardenbergh, Alice Lee
Hardin, Susan Polk
Long Hill Rd., Stirling, Morris Co., N. J.
Mount Joy, Pennsylvania
City Hall Plaza, Baltimore, Md.
. 404 E. 55th St., New York City
. 645 Fifth Ave., New York City
36 N. Walcott St., Salt Lake City, Utah
. 39 E. Schiller St., Chicago, 111.
. 209 Livingston St., New Haven, Conn
16 Charles River Sq., Boston, Mass.
2027 Los Angles Ave., Berkeley, Calif.
. East Greenwich, R. I.
Ocean City, Md.
2104 E. Lafayette Place, Milwaukee, Wis.
. 884 Fourth St., Ocean City, N.J.
.
208 E. Earle St., Greenville, S.C.
182 Brattle St., Cambridge, Mass.
R. F. D. 43, Norwalk, Conn.
27 E. High St., Clayton, N. J.
535 Haws Ave., Norristown, Pa.
1750 N. Serrano Ave., Hollywood, Calif.
1788 Fremont Ave., S. Minneapolis, Minn.
. 32 Eberon Ave., Lansdowne, Pa.
Harman, Eugenia Sherrod
Care Washington Loan and Trust Co., Washington, D. C.
38 Maywood Drive, Danville, 111.
. 204 W. Main St., Somerset, Pa.
. 660 Prospect Ave., Winnetka, 111
11 Jackson Place, Baldwin Harbor, L. I., N. Y.
705 Devonshire St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
. 56 Church St., Charleston, S. C.
Hughes, Marian Steelman (Mrs. Paul C. H. Walz)
123 E. Cantonment Presidio, San Francisco, Calif.
Hunger, Laura North.... 928 N. 63rd St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Knapp, Elizabeth .
. . .
10 E. 54th St., New York City
Knopf, Agnes Care Mrs. J. R. Ewell, Hawthorne, St., Washington, D. C.
Hatfield, Elinor Rose
Hemminger, Violet Marie
Hobart, Virginia
.
Holden, Grace
Holmes, Mary Blair
Huger, Pauline .
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12608 Cedar Road, Cleveland, Ohio
430 S. Johnson St., Enid, Okla.
F. Murray Forbes, Jr.)
81 West Cedar St., Boston, Mass.
2255 Octavia St., San Francisco, Calif.
3801 Greenway, Baltimore, Md.
. 1035 Fifth Ave., New York City
5908 Lansdowne Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
. 307 W. 17th St., Oklahoma City, Okla.
McClure, MarjOrie (Mrs. James Melton)
425 Riverside Drive, New York City
.
495 Highland Ave., Orange, N. J
1624 Crescent Place, Washington, D. C.
Kranz, Alice
Kruse, Katherine Nan
Livermore, Elizabeth (Mrs
Lombardi, Carolyn Ennis
Maccoun, Mary .
NcCaw, Flewellyn Plant
McClatchy, Dorothy Marie
McClelland, Katherine
McCully, Winifred Hartwell
Meyer, Florence
Milliken, Ruth Knowles
Mitchell, Kate Louise
Moore, Harriet Lucy .
More, Catherine Elmer
Mueller, Gretchen Bright
Nichols, Adele Lowber
Noble, Susan Vilette .
Oppenheimer, Jane Marion
Page, Dorothy Dawson
Paxson, Emma Fell
Perkins, Dorothea Eckfeldt
Peter, Margaret (Mrs. Herbert H
Pettus, Florence
Pinkerton, Eleanor Coulson
Pleasants, Elizabeth
Putnam, Patricia
Ralston, Constance May
Rasch, Mary Katherine
Rawson, Priscilla
Reinhardt, Margaret
.
Renner, Eleanor George
Rider, Alice Whitcomb
Rctledge, Ella Middleton
Sanborn, Lucy Couurn
Saper, Enid Constance.
Savacool, Mary Wii.ma
Shaw, Ellen Hand
Sheble, Stephanie Engle
Shuttleworth, Lucille
Si< kles, Jane Elizabeth
, Phylis Jacqueline
Smith, Sarah Jenkins
Speed, Virginia Herndon
North Dighton, Mass.
. 800 W. Ferry St., Buffalo, N. Y.
1031 Fishers Lane, Hubbard Woods, 111.
317 Pike St., Cincinnati, Ohio
4420 Maiden St., Chicago, 111.
2018 W. Venango St., Tioga, Philadelphia, Pa.
Fort McPherson, Atlanta, Goergia
33 Keene St., Providence, R. I.
127 E. 62nd St., New York City
2122 Van Hise Ave., Madison, Wis.
1 W. 72nd St., New York City
Fritz)
Bryn Mawr Gables, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
4367 Westminster Place, St. Louis, Mo.
3503 Winterbourne Rd., Baltimore, Md.
201 Longwood Rd., Baltimore, Md.
6 Greenough Ave., Jamaica Plain, Mass.
Schofield Barracks, Honolulu, Hawaii
3 Shirley Circle, Narberth, Pa.
Shifl Mountain, Kent, Conn.
1107 Franklin St., Wilmington, Del.
. 62 E. 87th St., New York City
1129 Centre St., Jamaica Plain, Mass.
44 S. Battery, Charleston, S. C.
4 Morton St., Andover, Mass.
255 Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn, N. Y.
148-14 85th Drive, Jamaica, N. Y.
507 So. Narberth Ave., Merion, Pa.
51 1 Roumfort Rd., Mt. Airy, Philadelphia
10817 86th Ave., Richmond Hill, N. Y.
355] Alaska Ave., Cincinnati, ( )lii<>
2101 Connecticut Ave., Washington, D. C.
3507 N. Charles St., Baltimore, Md.
2828 Lexington Rd., Louisville, Ky.
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Stewart, Patricia Hill
Stonington, Eleanor Mary
421 Henderson Ave.
Swenson, Margreta Curtis
Swift, Lucy Weston
Taggart, Florence Ely
Thomas, Elizabeth Utley
THOiMAS, Hester Ann
Thurber, Katherine
Trent, Marjorie Liddon
Tyler, Charlotte
6 Church St., Norwalk, Ohio
West New Brighton, Staten Island, N. Y.
. 1010 Fifth Ave., New York City
23 Stamford Ave., Stamford, Conn.
341 Washington St., Watertown, N. Y.
629 St. James St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
532 S. Linden Ave., Highland Park, 111.
. 11 E. 87th St., New York City
105 E. Essex Ave., Lansdowne, Pa.
207 E. Gravers Lane, Chestnut Hill, Phila.
Walker, Mary Pinckney (Mrs. William Siersma)
Arden Avenue, Eltingville, Staten Island, N. Y.
Walker, Rhoda (Mrs. John French, Jr.)
983 Memorial Drive, Cambridge, Mass.
Railroad Ave., Haverford, Pa.
501 Rex Ave., Chestnut Hill, Phila.
. Lancaster Ave., Wynnewood, Pa.
6635 Wissahickon Ave., Mt. Airy, Phila.
The Homestead, Stonington, Conn.
30 Chestnut St., Haddonfield, N. J.
224 Georgia Ave., Macon, Ga.
1100 N. Dubuque St., Iowa City, Iowa
1100 N. Dubuque St., Iowa City, Iowa
. Krisheim, Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia
1404 Swinney Court, Fort Wayne, Ind.
1443 Termon Ave., N. E., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Waring, Margaret (Mrs. H. C. Evans)
Watts, Edith Romeyn .
West, Anne Nelson
Weygandt, Ann Matlack
Williams, Margaret
Willits, Ann Redman
Winship, Katherine Mary .
Woods, Janet McCleery
Woods, Margaret Soutter .
Woodward, Gertrude Houston
Yarnelle, Alice Porter
Young, Elizabeth Horner
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Two little maids from school are we,
We like math and histor-ee
But we like proms and parties, too.
Wouldn't you, and you, and you.'
Most of all we love our fashions,
In fact, they are our ruling passions,
So what a break for us gals this is
A Shop at Blum's for Junior Misses!
tfuiiinr 3Mistt Sh»g»
Sixth f-Y»«r
<h<> ItLI >1 sioi <>
"fuxhion corner" • 1 ln-Htnul Sfrvvt at Thirtvvnth * I'hiluilvlphia
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The Specialty House of
QPPENHE1M.G>LLINS&Q>
12th and CHESTNUT STREETS
Togs with Appeal . . .
for Campus .... and Sporting
for Classroom . . . and Working
for Dress and Playing
Priced to Meet Every Youthful Budget
Wherever You Travel . . .
YOU will keep lovely if you will use
our marvelously efficient toilet preparations.
They are exquisitely packaged and will be
sent to you post paid anywhere.
When IOU are in town you will enjoy a visit to our
completely appointed, carefully conducted,
sanitary hairdressing establishment.
Our operators are experts in the latest
smart arrangements of the hair. Tipping is
discouraged.
f^iche
. . . A distinguished name
I ^^ I I \^ I . . . A distinctive service
1721 WALNUT STREET PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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The Specialty House of
QPPENHEIM.G>LUNS &G>
12th and CHESTNUT STREETS
You Will See These Hats
on the Smartest Heads in College . . .
Our Famous Masque Berets
Our Agnes and Lily Dache Turbans
Our Soft Dip Brims
Our Garden Hats and Sailors
Hats that take Top Honors Jor Every Occasion
and they're Top Notch in Value, you may be sure!
Silks • • • • • • •
• Finest Qualities
• Lowest Prices
• Newest Weaves
"WHEN in Philadelphia, visit
Thresher's, the largest silk specialty
store in America. A complete
collection of the newest 1932
domestic and imported silks and
• Courteous Servi velvets for spring and summer
awaits your early selection.
Thresher's
—___
—
Ql-jjU-o 1320 Chestnut Street
OII-PlO PHILADELPHIA
Page Ninety-Jive
BATES HOUSE
A Happy Vacation
for City Children . .
Remember
Tour
Contributions
Will Help
Page Ninety-six
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Robbed
.
.
.
"MY FUR COAT IS STOLEN!"
but you won't have to worry if you
Store Your Furs
With Lane Bryant
WE'LL STORE, CLEAN AND GLAZE YOUR FURS
and include
A FULL YEAR'S WORLD-WIDE
ALL-RISK INSURANCE POLICY
Total Charge for all- ^M 0^ ° f ^1 valuatio "
M^m s%^ '.Minimum Cncrge $5)
and a $5 Analysis of your Handwriting Free
BRING OR SEND YOUR FURS—OR
TELEPHONE RITTENHOUSE 0660
Ask For Fur Storage
Our Bonded Messengers will call for your Furs
Lane Bryant
Chestnut Corner Twelfth
&<&!&€; GGZ'GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG>.
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BRYN MAWR COLLEGE YEAR BOOK
BRYN MAWR, PENNSYLVANIA
April 15, 1932
Dear Interwoven Stocking Company:
There are four hundred undergraduates in Bryn Mawr. Recent
statistics show that each girl has—besides the customary number of
parents—on an average of two sisters and four brothers, to say nothing
of cousins, male and female, and numerous aunts, uncles, friends and
beaux.
Every Christmas, New Year's, Easter, Birthdays and Anniversaries
these four hundred girls, their eight hundred sisters, their mothers,
aunts, "girl friends" and female cousins are in a frantic state of wondering
what kind of socks to buy for their fathers, their sixteen hundred brothers,
their uncles, male cousins and beaux.
Now you are in a position to help them—"But how?" you say.
"How can we possibly be of service to these three thousand women?"
The answer is simple. The Year Book of the Class of 1932 has already
been subscribed to by the entire undergraduate body of the College
(besides the numerous girls' schools in the neighborhood and outside
connections). By May fifteenth this book will be in every home—not as
a periodical to be glanced at once and thrown away, but to be cherished
and thumbed from cover to cover by successive generations. By adver'
tising in this book INTERWOVEN will solve the gift problems of
thousands of women, insure thousands of men against inferior grades of
socks, and win the eternal gratitude of the Class of 1932.
Very truly yours,
THE BRYN MAWR COLLEGE YEAR BOOK.
Bryn Mawr College Year Book
Bryn Mawr, Penna.
"Here's hoping"—INTERWOVEN SOCKS—will forever solve
their gift problems.
INTERWOVEN STOCKING COMPANY
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SEARCHING FOR SMARTNESS ?
Then—HERE'S
YOUR
HATS
Made on Tour Head at
FRED NORRIS, the Hatter
1829 CHESTNUT STREET
Save Yourself a Trip to the
Village ... let
O L I V I A J A R R E T T
40 Denbigh Agent for
JEFFERSON CLEANING and
DYEING COMPANY . . . Call at
Tour Room for any Clothes You
Want Ca refully Cleaned.
DRESSES, $1.00 . GLOVES, 15 CENTS
Page A intfy-nint
Eight Hours a Day . . .
Working in a Factory But Look'
ing Forward to the
Brjn Mawr Summer School
Won't You Contribute to This
Opportunity for Working Girls to
Study During the Summer
Months?
J ane Tooher Sport Clothes
SCHOOL . . . COLLEGE . . . CAMP
711 Boylston Street
Boston, Massachusetts
<zjn>
GYMNASIUM GARMENTS
REGULATION COLLEGE BLAZER
(Imported expressly for Bryn Mawr College)
O fficial Outfitter for Bryn V awr College
Page One Hundred
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WE DYE TO LIVE,
WHILE OTHERS LIVE TO DIE.
THE MORE WE DYE,
THE BETTER WE LIVE;
THE LONGER WE LIVE,
THE BETTER WE DYE.
r
W:
Mount Hope Finishing Co.
NORTH DKJHTON, MASS.
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PERSONALITY
Our Exclusive Modes Help You
Retain Yours
New Youthful, Flattering Styles
S5.CC
and Up
We Allow 10 Per Cent Discount to
the Faculty
VY[axine yCDann
MILLINERY IMPORTER
1127 Chestnut, Street Philadelphia
Rittenhouse 3278
Standard Oil Qompany
of California
suggests, for your Summer Motoring objective,
The Olympic Games
to be held at Los Angeles, California
July 30 to August 14, 1932
and a Tour of the Pacific West
Page Hundred two
We Will Supply
Any Book
Now In Print
promptly on order. Our retail bookstore
contains, in addition to our own publications,
a large stock of books, of all publishers.
Visit us upon your next trip to New York,
or if this is not convenient, write for turther
particulars about the subjects in which you
are interested. We will be glad to answer
inquiries about publications of all kinds and
to supply books for any purpose.
Send for Our General Catalog
D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc.
Publishers Since 1848
250 Fourth Avenue, New York City
wBANKS*BlD
Dlfc/,
1832
One Hundred Years
Continuously on Chestnut Street 1932
1218-22 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia
SCHOOL RINGS, EMBLEMS, CHARMS
AND TROPHIES
Of the Better Kind
THE GIFT SUGGESTION BOOK
mailed upon request
illustrates and prices
Jewels, Watches, Clocks, Silver
China, Glass, Leather
and Novelties
from which may be selected distinctive
Wedding, Birthday, Graduation
and other Gifts
THE
GRADUATE TEACHERS
COLLEGE
of Winnetka, Illinois
will train graduates of colleges for teaching
in progressive schools by class room work
and by practical experience.
Under the auspices of the Francis Parker
School of Chicago, the North Shore Country
Day School of Winnetka, and the Winnetka
Public Schools.
For particulars write
IKANCES MURRAY, Dean
Winnetka, Illinois
WHITEHALL
at Haverford
A Family Hotel of distinction,
located on Lancaster Avenue,
Haverford, one mile from Bryn
Mawr. Offers unusually large
rooms, each with dressing room
and bath.
One Person, $3.50
2 Persons (2 beds) $6 per Day
Dining Room service table d'hote and a la carte
Full Course Dinner, $1.00
Garage on Premises
Major A. Stanley Stanford
Ardmore 3160
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Mehl & Latta, Inc.
LUMBER—COAL
BUILDING MATERIALS
ROSEMONT, PENNA.
Appropriate Flowers For All
Occasions
Reasonably Priced
Hengel Brothers
FLORISTS
Ardmore
Ardmore 1638
OVERBROOK
Greenwood 4678
Bryn Mawr's Dominating Style Shop
RAFELD'S
826 LANCASTER AVENUE
A Store built upon style, quality, value,
superior service ideals—and the realiza-
tion of the solid value of public good will.
Launderers for Bryn Ivlawr
College
St. Mary's Laundry
Incorporated
Ardmore, Pennsylvania
Exclusive Launderers and Dry Cleaners
Draped to the Head
Spring Straws and Felts
HATS
$3.50
Colors to Match Any Outfit
A!! the Leading Straws in Stoc\
MIDETTE DRAPE SHOP
1328 CHESTNUT ST. Suite 509-10
Meet your friends at
THE BRYN MAWR
CONFECTIONERY
Qfext to Seville Theatre)
818 Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr
Delicious Sundaes and Refreshments
Tasty Sandwiches and Sundaes
SAUTTER'S
1227 CHESTNUT STREET
Luncheon from 12 to 3
1417 LOCUST STREET
Sandwiches and Light Luncheon
Served from 12 to 3
Cosmeticians
Rudemar Method
Hairdressers
Frigidine Permanent
PEACOCK BEAUTE
SALON
Seville Theatre Building
Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr
Open Tues. and Fri. Phone
Evenings Mawr Bryn 475
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For Better Wor\
American Cleaners
Furs Stored and Repaired
814 and 939 Lancaster Avenue
Bryn Mawr
Telephone, Bryn Mawr 494
Good Luc\!
Richard Stockton
BRYN MAWR
BOOKS GIFTS
A. Pomerants & Co.
Stationery, Printing, Engraving
Office Furniture
1525 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia
Bell, Rit. 7171 Ke\stone, Race 7231
NAMfcDu/KIN/
OWN /TORf
DRESSES
COATS
SUITS
HATS
126 South Eighteenth Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
RffifaomeruAve. Brynfllawr
Luncheon Tea Dinner
Special Parties Phone Bryn [flavor3U
Guest Rooms
Fluke-Hallowell
1616 CHESTNUT STREET
and
BROAD STREET STATION
PHILADELPHIA
Hot House and Fancy Fruits
Alicia Marshall, Inc.
42 E LANCASTER AVENUE
Always the Latest Thing in
Knitted Sportswear
I pair 1 nitte 1 1 ."-merits
PHOTOGRAPHIC supplies
PH ILADELPH IA
Pane <>>,< Ih.n.tn-J /)
Compliments
of the
Lantern
Ardmore 3530
Florianne
MILLINERY
31 East Lancaster Avenue
Ardmore, Pa.
Green Hill Farm$
CITY LINE AND LANCASTER PIKE
Overbrook- Philadelphia
PENNSYLVA
T_JERE is combined to
a rare degree the
sociability of Club Life,
freedom and conuenience
of a Hotel and the
personal comforts of a
IPelUappointed Home.
Jill Out-Door Sports.
L. Ellsworth tTletcalf,
manager
Compliments
of the
College News
CHATTER-ON TEA
HOUSE
Telephone, Bryn Mawr 11S5
918 Old Lancaster Road
College Inn and
Tea Room
Service 8 A. M. to 7:30 P. M.
Daily and Sunday
A LA CARTE BREAKFAST
Luncheon
Afternoon Tea
and
Dinner
A la Carte and Table d'Hote
Special Rates for Transient Guests
of College Students
STUDENT CHARGE ACCOUNTS
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IT HAS BEEN A REAL
PLEASURE TO MAKE THE
PORTRAITS CONTAINED
IN THIS YEAR BOOK FOR
THE MEMBERS OF THE
CLASS OF 1932
«^iS well as our portrait studio, we
wish to call to your attention our de*
partments for handling the accurate
copying of paintings and sculpture, the
photographing of architectural exteriors
and interiors, and the making of photo'
graphs for all purposes of advertising
and illustration.
THE STUDIO OF
EDWARD P. GOODELL, JR.
5450 Germantown Avenue
Germantown, Philadelphia
Telephone: Victor 5229
/'rii/f' (hi'' //u/h/rr,/ Sn'r/i
HAVERFORD PHARMACY
Henry W. Press, p.d.
HAVERFORD AVENUE
HAVERFORD, PA.
Bell Telephones
Ardmore 122, 2424, 2425
Prescriptions, Drugs and Gifts
Prompt Automobile Delivery Service
Caps, Gowns and Hoods
For All Degrees
COTRELL AND LEONARD
Est. 1832 Albany, N. Y.
Eddy's Beauty Shoppe
Formerly with the Harper Method
Telephone, Bryn Mawr 1204
Bryn Mawr Trust Building
John J. McDevitt
PRINTING
Programs—Bill Heads—Tickets
—
Letter Heads
Announcements—Boohlets, Etc.
1145 Lancaster Avenue Bryn Mawr
E. S. McCawley & Co., Inc.
BOOKS
Haverford, Pa. Ardmore, Pa.
THE CHATTER BOX
Special Evening and Sunday Dinners
Telephone, Bryn Mawr 453
839j-i2 Lancaster Avenue
JEANETTS
Bryn Mawr Flower Shop
823 Lancaster Avenue
Phone 570
BRYN MAWR, PA.
Flowers for Graduation
Fanslow
Distinctive Sportswear and
Stetson Hats for Women
ARDMORE, PA.
The Scotch Wool Shop
Wool Imported Direct from Scotland
Write for Samples
509 Montgomery Ave., Haverford, Pa.
f
DEJIGNER
0$S
FORMERLY OF
BONWIT TELLER {/OPPENHEirl
COLLINS
MILLINERY
5+ E. Lancaster Ave.
Ardmore, Pa.
Call Ardmore 2512
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y^shis C/Joo/c
IS A CREDIT TO THE STAFF
OUR S PE SERVICE
Originality in Design
Organized Layout
Quality beyond question
Past records of successful performance
Largest and up-to-the-minute produc-
tion facilities
Many years' experience
< >
PHILADELPHIA-WEEKS
ENGRAVING COMPANY
(Dclucciltoiial '^I'epartiueiil
29 NORTH SIXTH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Paac Otic linn, h-f, I Vint
THE BOOK
OF 1932
has been printed by the
WESTBROOK
Publishing (^ompany
in a plant built and equipped (or
producing school and college publi-
cations in a neat, prompt and eco-
nomical manner.
5800 N. Mervine St.
Philadelphia, Pa.
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